12 PEOPLE
IN LA
THAT
NASHVILLE
NEEDS
TO KNOW
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WHAT IS THIS?
This special issue was assembled with
the help of some of Nashville
Briefing's most connected readers.
The list is made up of people who
have amazing influence in the
Nashville community, despite being
on the West Coast. It also features
people who are leaders in their space
and while they might not work
directly with Music Row, this could be
the moment to bring them into your
circle.
Let’s dive in.

ZAK KUHN

FOUNDER OF THE NASHVILLE BRIEFING
THENASHVILLEBREIFING.COM
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MATT GRAHAM
CO-FOUNDER AND MANAGING
PARTNER AT RANGE MEDIA
PARTNERS
Graham is the youngest founding
partner at Range Media Partners,
where he architected the company’s
music division. In this role, Graham has
recruited top managers and their
clients and has been integral in the
signing of new talent. Graham is also
the engineer of an innovative label
partnership between Range Media
Partners, Capitol Music Group and
Virgin Music & Artist Label Services. In
2020, Graham was named Rolling
Stone’s “Future 25.”

PROUDEST ACCOMPLISHMENT
FROM THE LAST YEAR:

“Assembling all of the music partners
at Range.“

In partnership with longtime management client Midland, Graham launched
Insolito Tequila in partnership with SIP Ventures, sold the band’s podcast “Set It
Straight” to Amazon, and launched Midland’s “6 Degrees” show at Apple Radio.
He also executive-produced a documentary and accompanying soundtrack, “The
Sonic Ranch,” for Midland, which premiered globally across multiple Viacom
properties including CMT and MTV. He has received Platinum certification for
Midland’s “Burn Out” and Gold for On The Rocks. In addition, he received Double
Platinum certification for Wale’s song “On Chill” and Gold certification for his
album Wow…That’s Crazy.
Graham opened the new music venue Winston House in Venice, Calif., and
produced and sold the 60-minute drama “Teton” for Amazon. He signed Hailey
Whitters to Big Loud Records with her own imprint and Warner Chappell for
publishing, and Emir Taha to Polydor.

WHAT MATT IS LISTENING TO RIGHT NOW:
“New Midland EP, The Last Resort. Hailey Whitters new unreleased records
and a lot of Jack Harlow.”
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CYNTHIA
PARKHURST
FOUNDER OF TEAMMATE
Parkhurst started working in
the Nashville digital marketing
space in May of 2012 while
still attending MTSU for her
music business degree. She
moved to LA in June of 2016,
and launched her own digital
agency called Teammate in
October of 2018.

WHAT CYNTHIA IS LISTENING
TO RIGHT NOW:

“Zayn”

Her first client was Jonas Brothers, facilitating their comeback
social strategy and content throughout 2019. The company has
continued to grow, servicing a variety of clients including
Christina Aguilera, Daveed Diggs, Zara Larsson and more. “We
have a designer on staff and a total of 6 employees including
myself” says Parkhurst. Currently, she is back on the road with
Jonas Brothers, creating content at their shows across all socials
and is working to expand in the creative space.

PROUDEST ACCOMPLISHMENT FROM THE LAST YEAR:

“Making the Forbes 30 Under 30”
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JACQUELINE
SATURN
PRESIDENT, VIRGIN MUSIC
LABEL & ARTIST SERVICES
As President of Virgin Music Label &
Artist Services, Jacqueline Saturn
leads the independent services
division of Capitol Music Group, which
comprises dynamic award-winning
multi-platinum artists across genres,
innovative partnerships with various
labels, and a North American staff of
50 employees. She has established
herself as an influential executive and
trusted artist advisor cited on
Billboard’s “Power 100,” “Women In
Music,” and “Power Players” as well as
in Variety, Rolling Stone, Music
Business Worldwide, and Working
Mother.

PROUDEST ACCOMPLISHMENT
FROM THE LAST YEAR:

Keeping my team connected, happy
and safe and utilizing my backyard for
socially distanced meetings to make
everyone feel like we still had a home
base while not being able to access the
Capitol Records building."

Upon graduating from Syracuse University, the Nashville native launched her
career in New York at Savage Records and soon went to Epic Records where she
started as an assistant in the promotion department. She went on to spend 15 years
there working on seminal albums by Pearl Jam, Oasis, Incubus, Rage Against The
Machine and many more. She moved to Los Angeles and joined CMG in 2013 as
General Manager of Harvest Records and then became President of Caroline—now
Virgin Music Label & Artist Services—in 2018. To learn more about Virgin Music
visit to www.virginmusic.com
Jacqueline now lives in Los Angeles with her husband Yigal and her two daughters
Alanah and Leora and instagram famous dog Sonny.
WHAT JACQUELINE IS LISTENING TO RIGHT NOW:

"I listen to music constantly! Current obsessions are Kacey Musgraves and
binki who I just saw live when he opened for Glass Animals, and also Coast
Contra (REMEMBER that name!)!"
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JAIME ZELUCK
HINDLIN
CEO AND FOUNDER,
NONSTOP MANAGEMENT
Since launching her career in 2007, Jaime
has signed, shepherded, and spearheaded
the success of numerous GRAMMY®
Award-winning multi-platinum songwriters
and producers. The Long Island native
developed an appreciation for music as a
child. Upon graduating Syracuse, she
landed an assistant gig in A&R for Craig
Aaronson. After two years in publishing,
Prescription Songs sought her out as an
A&R in 2013. There she went on to sign
Lauv and LunchMoney Lewis - in addition to
developing JKash [Charlie Puth, Maroon 5].

WHAT JAIME IS LISTENING TO:
I am a huge Lil Nas X fan, like everyone else! I just
love him and everything he stands for - his music is
next level. I am also excited about a newer artist,
Niko Rubio!

Beyond managing 10 songwriters responsible for hits by Justin Bieber, Machine Gun Kelly,
Tate Mcrae, Jason Derulo, and Maroon 5, Jaime took the reins and handled A&R for
Maroon 5’s gold-certified JORDI and Reverie—the sophomore full-length from Tony®
Award, Emmy® Award and GRAMMY® Award winner Ben Platt.
In 2018, she founded Nonstop Management. The company’s client roster incorporates a
diverse group of well-known songwriters/ producers across multiple genres including
JKash, Michael Pollack (Maroon 5, Justin Bieber), Nick Long (MGK, King Princess), Ryann
(Tate McRae), Jake Torrey (Andy Grammar, John Legend) and Tia Scola (Sabrina
Carpenter, Ava Max), among others. Based in LA, Jaime is also a devoted mother and wife.
She is deeply involved in the American Heart Association (she was named their Go Red For
Women Class Lead in 2021) aiming to spread awareness globally on maternal heart health.

PROUDEST ACCOMPLISHMENT:
Seeing our writers achieve life changing moments, and helping break artists by being a part of their
musical journey. It’s incredible to see our writer and the first client signed to Nonstop, Ryann, have such
success with Tate McRae’s “you broke me first," and to see writer/producer Nick Long's work pay off in
writing the entirety of Machine Gun Kelly’s tickets to my downfall. The coolest part of the year, however,
was seeing some of these songs performed live for the first time ever (since they were released during the
pandemic) and hearing the crowd sing every lyric. It is beyond powerful to watch and gives me chills every
time.
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JARED
GUTSTADT
CEO AND FOUNDER OF
AUDIO UP
Jared has written and produced
music for a wide array of artists,
including Bob Dylan, Lil Wayne,
Brad Paisley, Miranda Lambert,
Trippie Redd, Machine Gun Kelly,
24KGoldn, Ian Diorr, and countless
others. In his previous life, he was
known as Jingle Jared, the Jingle
King of television and film, and his
recent mission is to make podcasts
as entertaining and musical as
possible. His new business, Audio
Up, has partnered with some of the
greatest IP creators of all time
including Playboy, Stephen King,
and James Ellroy and has generated
a run of novelty musicals.

PROUDEST ACCOMPLISHMENT
FROM THE LAST YEAR:

Getting to work with my business
partner Scarlett Burke on the scripted
Texas-to-Nashville story "Make It Up
As We Go" and being the first podcast
to ever release a commercial
soundtrack in the country music space
was extremely inspiring.“

Some of these include "Halloween in Hell” (which spawned a top 15
single co-written with Machine Gun Kelly), "Make It Up As We Go" with
Miranda Lambert, and the upcoming "Midnight at the Sun Diner," which
tells the story of Sun Records through a unique time traveling twist.
WHAT JARED IS LISTENING TO RIGHT NOW:

I'm really excited about everything happening in the country music space from
upstarts like Kat and Alex, Breland, Kane Brown, Blanco Brown and people looking
to do things a little bit different than Hank would have done. Nashville is ever
evolving and there's always a moving bullseye on what is and what is not country.
That's something I'm inspired by— to continue to figure out where Audio Up fits in
the whole equation.

SAINT FLEUR
GLOBAL A&R, ATLANTIC RECORDS
David Saint Fleur is the producer and A&R who
played a key role in the signing of global
superstar Bebe Rexha. He spent the past four
years as a Global A&R at Warner Music Group
and Atlantic Records. In 2019, Saint coproduced and A&R'd the song "Faith," by the
massive EDM duo Galantis featuring the legend
herself, Dolly Parton. Saint has also A&R'd and
produced songs by David Guetta, Little Mix,
Jason Derulo, Nicki Minaj, 24kGoldn, Steve
Aoki, J Balvin, and many more. He is currently
working on a record with country star Lee Brice,
which will be announced any day now.

WHAT SAINT IS LISTENING TO:

PROUDEST ACCOMPLISHMENT:
My work on the David Guetta, Galantis and Little Mix collab
"Heartbreak Anthem", which has been on the charts since its release in
May. I love pairing artists from completely different genres or corners
of the music industry to create global records that everyone can enjoy.
Working w/ Lee Brice this year has been another great example of that
but I can't spill the tea just yet.

Kacey Musgraves, "Star Crossed". I'm
always intrigued by records that push up
against the boundaries of genre.
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MAT DEVINE
CAMEO: HEAD OF MUSIC
PARTNERSHIPS
Mat Devine has been with Cameo from seed round
to $1B+ valuation and "unicorn" status. He
created the company's music team from the
ground up, acquired top talent and established
Cameo as a vital monetization tool for all artists.
He helps artists around the world (and, of course,
in Nashville) find new and innovative ways to team
up with Cameo.

WHAT MAT IS LISTENING TO:

Impermanence by Architects

PROUDEST ACCOMPLISHMENT
FROM THE LAST YEAR:

“Jon Bon Jovi raising $156k in one
hour for his charity on Cameo”

LAUREN LARUE
SONGWRITER AT PRESCRIPTION
SONGS/BOOM SONGS
Lauren LaRue is a songwriter who bridges the
gap between Nashville and LA, writing across
multiple genres such as pop, country, and R&B.
She splits her time between both cities, and has
co-written songs like the #1 song "Roxanne"
with Arizona Zervas, "Drunk & I Miss You" for
Jimmie Allen, "Comeback" by Jojo and Torey
Lanez, "Love Me Like A Girl" with Kelsea
Ballerini, and "Downtown's Dead" by Sam Hunt.

WHAT LAUREN IS LISTENING TO:

Kacey Musgraves’ Star Crossed

PROUDEST ACCOMPLISHMENT

“Having songs on the Pop, Country, R&B, Rap,
and most recently, Dance Charts on Billboard”
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MARIA GIRONAS

SENIOR MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS MANAGER,
CREATORS @ REDDIT, INC.

WHAT MARIA IS LISTENING TO:

Angel22 and listening to their new
single "Free Hugs"

Maria Gironas is a creator and artist development
professional with over 10 years of experience in the
industry, doing everything from being a signed artist herself,
to cultivating national publicity or social media campaigns
for artists and brands like Fender, Noah Gundersen, and
much more. Previous roles include Strategic Partner
Manager on the Artist Development team at Youtube where
she worked closely with artists like Lauv and Julia Michaels,
and at Q&A/Human Re Sources where she served as the
Director of Digital Platform Strategy, focusing on building
artist narratives through platforms like YouTube, TikTok,
and more. Now, at Reddit, she is partnering with the next
generation of creators and artists to bring community and
belonging to everyone in the world

PROUDEST ACCOMPLISHMENT
My sister got married in April of this year and I got to be
her maid of honor, which is pretty freakin' dope.
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LLOYD
NORMAN
SVP BIG LOUD ROCK
ARTIST MANAGER BIG LOUD
Starting with Big Loud in 2014,
Lloyd Norman led the creative
and digital marketing efforts of
the Records and Management
rosters including all photo, video,
art, social, and web needs. In
2020, Norman launched the rock
and alternative music imprint Big
Loud Rock under the Big Loud
Records banner. During this time
Norman moved into management
and is now working with Dallas
Smith, Blame My Youth, and Levi
Evans.

WHAT LLOYD IS LISTENING
TO RIGHT NOW:
The new album from Nashville band,
Better Off. These guys write killer
songs, and I'm a mega fan.

Originally from Memphis, TN, after spending 12 years in Nashville,
Lloyd now resides in Los Angeles. You can find him working out of the
Beverly Hills LiveNation office pursuing new opportunities for his
west coast based clients and the burgeoning rock label.
PROUDEST ACCOMPLISHMENT FROM THE LAST YEAR:

Launching Big Loud Rock with the song "Fantastic" from Blame My Youth. As
the first song from the first artist on a new label imprint, it really set the tone
for the label. There was a lot of work in the background to launch something
new like this, and I was really proud of the results. So many people had a hand
in the project, especially Sean Van Vleet from BMY and Joey Moi . They made
a really great recording. I always feel so fortunate when I get to work with
amazing music.
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LUKE BURLAND
COO OF BB GUN PRESS
Burland launched her publicity career over
20 years ago in New York City as an
independent press agent working with the
likes of Aerosmith, Janet Jackson, Lenny
Kravitz, Fiona Apple, No Doubt and many
more. In 2002, she was recruited to head the
Public Relations department at Warner
Records in Los Angeles — a role she held for
16 years. While at the label she guided
campaigns for the label’s diverse roster of
artists, including Green Day, My Chemical
Romance, Neil Young, Gary Clark Jr, Tegan
and Sara, and many more. Four years into her
tenure, Luke relocated to Nashville where
she continued to run the department while
also overseeing the label’s country roster,
including Blake Shelton and Lori McKenna.

WHAT LUKE IS LISTENING TO RIGHT NOW:

Lori McKenna’s latest record The
Balladeer.

Luke remained at Warner Records until 2017, when she departed to launch her own
LA-based independent publicity firm, BB Gun Press. The fast growing boutique agency
specializes in PR and media relations for a wide array of artists, songwriters,
composers, products, and brands. Notable current clients include global icon Shania
Twain, superstar Meghan Trainor, producer Poo Bear, composer Danny Elfman, singer,
songwriter and actor Josh Groban, gender non-conforming songwriter and producer
Justin Tranter, Nashville based artists Cam and Sam Williams, as well as the premium
live-streaming platform Moment House, and artist services company Platoon, to name
a few.

PROUDEST ACCOMPLISHMENT FROM THE LAST YEAR:
Professionally, I’m proud to have been able to identify and create new opportunities for both our
company and our clients during a challenging period for the industry. With travel, events, and inperson meetings halted, it was crucial to be able to find new ways to engage with tastemakers,
editors, producers, etc. This also meant seeking out new platforms to tell our clients stories. In an
industry that is especially reliant on socializing, not knowing when we’d be able to get together with
colleagues and partners caused a strain on everyone. I decided early on to prioritize mental health
both for my clients and co-workers, and this also bled into my personal life. Being home with my
husband and teenage daughters during the pandemic really taught me to slow down and prioritize
communication and taking personal time, to ensure we all stayed sane through it all.
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PHILIP METZ
Managing Director,
Entertainment Marketing
and Music: NASCAR
Philip has over 20 years of
leadership experience in music
and entertainment. He oversees
Entertainment Marketing &
Music within NASCAR, with a
primary focus on assimilating the
unique NASCAR brand and its
stakeholders (Sport, Drivers,
Tracks, Sponsors) within
mainstream pop culture. Metz
architects strategic partnerships
between the entertainment
industry and NASCAR to create
a multi-layered cross-promotion.

PROUDEST ACCOMPLISHMENT
FROM THE LAST YEAR:

“Getting my 1 year old son to
sleep past 4 AM”

With focus on the biggest races and “off-track” events like the
upcoming NASCAR Awards, taking place Dec. 2 at the Music City
Center in downtown Nashville, Metz develops entertainment
platforms that give fans an opportunity to garner a deeper connection
to the sport.

WHAT PHILIP IS LISTENING TO RIGHT NOW:

I am listening to Luke Combs and thinking about the 2022
DAYTONA 500. Luke is going to be the first performer to play
the Pre-Race Show in back-to-back years.
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